September 3, 2020

The Honorable Daniel R. Simmons
Assistant Secretary
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585–0121

Appliance and Equipment Standards Program
U.S. Department of Energy
Building Technologies Office
950 L’Enfant Plaza, SW., Suite 600
Washington, DC, 20024.

RE: Comments on Docket ID No. EERE-2020-BT-STD-0001
Energy Conservation Standards for Clothes Washers and Clothes Dryers

Dear Assistant Secretary Simmons:

The Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE) and the undersigned organizations write to express our opposition to the proposed creation of two new product categories for clothes washers with normal run times of 30 and 45 minutes. We view this proposed rulemaking as both unnecessary and harmful for the reasons outlined below.

1. **The proposed rulemaking is not needed.** The creation of two new clothes washer categories, simply for the purpose of having shorter normal cycle run times, implies that there is an actual need for market differentiation in the area of run times — and that the consumer wants a product that isn’t already available. But the proposed rulemaking does not present any documentation of this need. Instead, the data presented in EERE-2020-BT-STD-0001 actually show that there already are a number of clothes washers on the market today that meet the normal cycle run time requirements AND that meet current water and energy standards. These products already exist, and if they are in high demand, market forces will develop more machines to meet these normal cycle criteria.

2. **The product categories should not be created without accompanying water and energy efficiency standards.** The DOE data show that there are clothes washers available today that meet the normal runtime requirements proposed for the new categories; these clothes washers already meet current water and energy standards, standards which have helped Americans save billions of dollars on their water and energy bills over the past 25 years. DOE has not produced any analysis to document the harmful impact on the nation’s water and energy resources that these new product categories would have if adopted without accompanying water and energy efficiency standards.
3. The proposed rulemaking will adversely affect water use in particular, and this was not analyzed. 40 of the 50 US states are already confronting serious drinking water shortages, as documented in a US Government Accountability Office Report. A number of southwestern states are also confronting a climate-change induced mega-drought which is further reducing available water supplies. The 2016 Residential End Uses of Water study found that adoption of higher efficiency residential clothes washers was the most in effective indoor water efficiency measure for reducing per capita use over the past 15 years. Losing these critical water savings that have been achieved would negatively impact American water supply providers, and the proposed rulemaking did not contain any analysis of this harmful impact.

4. Without accompanying water and energy efficiency standards, the proposed rulemaking represents illegal backsliding. Introducing new categories of clothes washers without any accompanying energy or water efficiency standards would be an illegal step backward on water and energy efficiency, violating DOE’s own anti-backsliding provisions contained in statute. These provisions were put in place to ensure that water and energy efficiency gains remain and are not degraded once adopted. The proposal to create these two new clothes washer categories without any water and energy efficiency standards would clearly represent backsliding in the area of residential clothes washers.

The water and energy efficiency of modern clothes washers has been a tremendous success story. Efficient clothes washers have helped reduce water use by an average of 5.4 gallons per person per day, which across 328 million Americans can total annual savings of more than 640 billion gallons. Clothes washers frequently use hot water as part of the cycle, and reductions in hot water use results in corresponding energy reductions. Water and energy providers are now planning on these reductions into the future to extend supplies and serve new customers. The consequences of illegal backsliding on clothes washer efficiency could negatively impact American utilities and consumers for years.

5. Energy and Water Efficiency Standards Are Essential for All Clothes Washer Categories. All clothes washers today are subject to efficiency standards. Energy and water efficiency standards for appliances have provided tremendous benefits for American consumers, most notably a significant reduction in water and energy use achieved as market
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transformation to more efficient machines has occurred over the past 25 years. These standards benefit both American consumers and manufacturers by creating a level, well-understood playing field. American companies have invested heavily in creating products that meet today’s water and energy efficiency standards. We firmly believe that DOE should not introduce new product categories without the necessary efficiency standards in place.

AWE and the undersigned organizations strongly urge DOE to reject this rulemaking proposal to create new categories of clothes washers without energy or water efficiency standards. This would be an illegal and completely unnecessary step backwards that will have numerous negative consequences for water providers and consumers alike.

Sincerely,

Alliance for Water Efficiency
Chicago, Illinois
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